
PLANNING AMERICA:
GOVERNMENT OR THE MARKET?

INTRODUCTION
James A. Dorn

The question of whether the future of American Industry should be
left to the “blind forces of the marketplace” or whether “rational”
economic developmentrequires “better” government planning and
greater “cooperation” among government, business, and labor is of
fundamental Importance. In order to address this question and to
consider the various criticisms ofthe market system, the Cab Insti-
tute sponsored the conference “Planning America: Government or
the Market?” in Washington, D.C., April 27-28, 1984. The confer-
ence papers, along with articles by Sakoh, Trezise, Vlelra, and
DlLorenzo, provide a comprehensive treatment ofthe major issues
surrounding the industrial policy debate.

The current notion that America’s future economic development
cannot be left solely to market forces Is by no means novel. It has
long been argued that Industrial development requires “rational”
and “better”government planning,andthata “cooperativist” approach
to planning is superior to the perceived “Individualistic” approach
of themarket.’ This was the position taken in the 1930s when legis-
lative activists of the New Deal era tried to Institutionalize “codes
of fair competition” as part ofthe National Industrial Recovery Act,
later declared unconstitutional in A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v.
United States.’ It was further represented by the Reconstruction

CatoJosrno4 Vol.4, No. 2(Fall 1984). CopyrlghtoCato Institute. All rightsreserved.
tIn act, the Individualistic approach ofthe market Is wholly consistent with coopera-
tion, properly understood as the voiunusrsj exchangeofgoods and services. The free
market Is a mechanismfor generatingcooperation and mutuallybeneficial exchanges,
Onthe difference between “trueIndIvIdualIsm” (which Is characterizedby “tho spon-
taneous collaboration of hoemen”) and “frise Individualism” (which Is characterized
by collectivism and the use of government coercion to achieve somepreconceived
plan), see Hayek (1948, chap. 1).
‘295 U.S. 495(1935). For a discussion ofthis case, see Vielta (1978, pp. 601-4).
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Finance Corporation (RFC) as It operated duringthe 1932-53 period
to Influence the allocationofcapital (seeYeager 1917). Morerecently,
It found expression in the Balanced Growthand Economic PlannIng
Act of 1975 (see Hayek 1978,pp. 245—46).

Currentproponents ofIndustrial policy such asRobertReich,FelIx
Rohatyn, Lester Thurow, Lee lacocca, and Congressman John J.
LaFalce continue the cooperativist tradition. All call for a tripartite
council consistingofrepresentatives from government,business,and
industry, whose function wouldbe to create a “national consensus”
forindustrial developmentProponentsofIndustrial policy alsoadvo-
catea development bankthat could help channel investment hinds
to those areas targetedbythe tripartite council or someother agency.
The private sector would provide the bulkof Investment hinds, but
the development bank—a typeof RFC—would help allocate credit
to where the “planners” thought Itwas most productive.

These ideas have found content In the 1984 Industrial Competi-
tiveness Act (Hit. 4360), whose primary architectwas Congressman
LaValce. The key provisions of that act are the establishment of a
Council on Industrial Competitiveness and a Bank for Industrial
Competitiveness. The tripartite council would seek to adopt a strat-
egy for IndustrIal developmentthatwouldreplace thecurrent patch-
work ofgovernment developmentprograms—regulations, taxIncen-
tives, subsidies, trade policies, and so on—with a coordinated and
consistent set ofpoliciesdesigned to achieveabroad consensus and
Ibster economic growth. The development bank would be a m~or
tool fur Implementing this new Industrial policy.

Throughoutthe literature on Industrial policy, one can find repeated
rehirences to the notion that the world Is too complex to allow the
marketto determine the future Industrlalpatternofthe UnitedStates.
The government must impose order on an otherwise chaotic market
system, and It can do so without sacrificing personal and economic
freedoms. What is proposed, say advocates of the new industrial
policy, Is not comprehensive central planningbuta type of “Indica-
tive”or “voluntary”planning. Furthermore, theseproponents claim
thatsince we already have government planning, we should at least
try to make It more efficient Lee lacocca, for example, recently
stated: “[Amy debate over whether the [United States] should have
an industrial policy Is outdatedand way offcourse. We already have
one butit’sallmessed up. The real Issueis should we have a rational
industrial policy” (1984, p. 4). Thurow has argued in a similar vein:
“The most compelling argument for industrial policies Is ... the
argument that we already have industrialpolicies and that It is in fact
impossible fbr a democracy not to have Industrial policies. Every
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tang every quota, every allocation of credit, every bail-out is an
industrial policy, It Is just a terribly inefficient back door industrial
policy” (1983, p. 178).

Industrial policy advocates, however, are not simply rejecting the
current piecemeal approach to development planning; they are also
expressing their distrust of the free market, especially in the areaof
Investmentdecisionmaking.Thurow, furexample, argues that“[mJ~or
investment decisions have become too Important to be left to the
private market alone.... Japan Inc. needs to be met with U.S.A.
Inc.” (1981, p. 192). The same distrust is Ibund in Reich’s proposal
for a “national bargaining arena” where the distribution of the ben-
efits andcosts of adjustmentpolicies could be detenninedandwhere
“government, business, and labor” could “fashion explicit agree-
ments to restructure American industry” (1983a, p. 107).

Nevertheless, advocates of a cooperativlst approach to industrial
policy deny they are anti-market; they would argue only for limited
government planning and against comprehensive central planning
ofthe economy. Rohatyn, for Instance, stated in congressional testi-
mony: “I am opposed to government planning and to government-
owned industries. I believe that the free market is usually the best
market However, the free market is not always adequate and not
always right” (1984, p. 97). According to Thurow: “The problem is
not ‘the market’ versus ‘planning’, but how planning can be used to
Improve one’s market perlbrmance. . . . Whatever one believesabout
thevirtuesofunfettered free enterprise, empirical feedback indicates
that ‘success’ is not occurringautomatically. What used to work won’t
work. For theworld has changed” (1983, p. 173).

We are left with the feeling that somehow unconstrained markets
cannot work as well as government-aided markets; that free markets
donot generate adequate inlbrmation and fallto coordinate economic
activity; that cooperation is better achieved via tripartite councils
than via market competition; and that Adam Smith’s invisible hand
of competitionmust be supplemented with the visible hand of gov-
ernment to achieve industrial growth (see Nutter 1983, chap. 15).

One becomes suspicious, however, that underlying all these crit-
icisms of themarket Is a basic dissatisfactionwith the distribution of
income and the pattern ofproduction generated by the competitive
market process. This is confirmed by Reich: “LI]nthe emerging era
of productivity, social Justice is not Incompatible with econom-
lc growth, but essential to it A social organization premised on
equity, security, and partIcipation will generate greater productivity
than one premised on greed and fear” (1983b, p. 20; emphasis
added). The Implication, of course, is that “equity, security, and
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participation” can best be achieved by the type of industrial policy
advocatedbyReichandhis fellow travellers, while themarket, which
is characterized by “greed and fear,” is largely responsible for the
demise of U.S. productivity growth.

In contrast, advocates of the free market argue that in a world of
scarcity, where knowledge about wants, resources, and technology
is costly, some type of planning Is inevitable. But,market proponents
claim, it is individual planning via the use of market prices, profits,
and mutually beneficial adjustments to changing conditions—not
greater government planning—that is essential for economic coor-
dination and development In line with consumer preferences. The
idea that greater “cooperation” between government officials and
market participants can somehow improve the flow of information
and resources is a red herring—it ignores the fact that the market
process and the political process are necessarily different.

Market cooperation (competition) is basedon voluntary exchange:
There must be consent among all parties to an exchange for the
exchange to take place; that Is, there must be unanimity. The fact
that third parties—those outside the direct exchange—are harmed
by changingprices andpatterns of productionis Irrelevant, for these
parties have no legitimate right to prevent consumers from choosing
a preferred combination of resources and products. The competitive
market process, which Hayek has called a “discovery procedure,” is
based on private property rights with prices and profits providing
the information and incentives necessary to guide resources to where
they have their highest-valued uses, as determinedby consumers.3

From the Hayekian perspective, theeconomicproblemis basically
aknowledge problem: “[Hiow to secure the best use of resources
known to any of the members of society, for ends whose relative
importance only these individuals know. . . . a problem of the utili-
zation of knowledge which Is not given to anyone in its totality”
(Hayek 1948, p. 78). Thus, according to Hayek (pp. 83—84):

Ifwe can agree that the economicproblem of society Is mainlyone
of rapid adaptation to changes in the particular circumstances of
time and place, It would seem to IblIow that the ultimate decisions
mustbe left to thepeoplewho are familiarwith these circumstances,
who know directly of the relevant changes and of the resources
Immediately available to meet them.

Awareness of the limitations of human knowledge, the Impossi-
bility of centralizing all the information that would be relevant for

‘According to Hayolc, competition Is “aprocedure for the discovery of such thus as,
without resort to It, would not be known toanyone, or at least would not be utilized”
(1978, p. 179).
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allocating resources in tine with consumers’ preferences, and the
danger to individual freedom that arises from government planning
led Hayek to conclude that the miUor function ofgovernment should
be to protect private property rights, including freedom of contract.
Hayek argued that if the government limited Itself to “the enforce-
ment of universal rules of just conduct, protecting a recognIzable
private domain ofindividuals, a spontaneous order of human activi-
ties of much greater complexity will form itself than could ever be
produced by deliberate arrangement” (1967, p. l62).~

Hayek would dispute Reich’sclaim that“social justice”—bywhich
Reich means distributive as opposed to commutative justice—is a
necessary condition for economic growth. For Hayek the pursuit of
social justice must disrupt the market order, which depends on pri-
vate property and freedom of choice. Moreover, the very notion of
socialjustice (as apublic policy goal)is misleading for Hayek because
there is noway to arrive at an objective measure to determine before-
handthedistributionofincome thatis deemed sociallyoptimal.From
this it should be clear that any attempt to rearrange the market dis-
tribution of income, which is the result of a voluntary process of
serving consumers’ interests, must of necessity result in coercion,
And, ifindividuals value freedom because Itprovides themthegreat-
est opportunity to utilize their talents, the necessary information to
satlsfr their wants, and the incentive to serve other consumers in an
efficient manner, then the loss of this freedom can be expected to
reduce—ratherthan increase—individual and social welfare.5

The political process under government planning would be kin-
damentally different from the Impersonal market process. Public
choice theory teaches that the absence of residual claimants in gov-
ernment and the incentive to caterto special interest groups result
in the rent-seeking activity we are witnessing today. Bureaucrats,
like other Individuals,are self-interested—they pursue those activities

4”Thatwohavebeenable toachieve areasonablyhighdegreeoforderIn oureconomic
lIves despite moderncomplexities,” says Hayek, “Is only becauseouralihirs havebeen
guIded, not by central direction, but by theoperations ofthe marketand competition
In securing the mutual acbustntentofseparate efforts, .. .what themarketplaceand Its
prices give most particularly Is a continuing updating of the cver changing relative
scarcities of different commodities and sorvicos.... thecomplexity of the structure
required to produce the real Income we are now able to provide for themasses ofthe
Westernworld. . . coulddevelop onlybecause we did not attempt to plan It or subject
Itto anycentral direction, butleft itto be guided by aspontaneous ordering mechanism,
or aself-generatingorder, as modem cybernetics calls It” (Hayek 1918, p. 23’fl.
~ora fuller discussion ofthenotion ofjustlce ingeneral andsocialjusticeIn particular,
see Hayek (1982, chap, 9; 1978, chap. Sand p. 238; 1912, pp. 231—33). Also see Dora
(1981), Nozlck (1914), andPllon (1981, 1982, 1983).
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that will increase their net benefits, subject to the constraints
facing them. The rewards they can capture and the costs they must
bear for different activities will largely shape their behavior. With
no profit/loss test within government, there is no reason to believe
that government officials will follow the so-called public Interest.
Without strict constitutional limits on the scopeof government action,
it is difficult to see howReich-type Industrial policy proposals could
avoid increasingthis rent-seekingbehavior.6When tripartite councils
are substituted for the decisions of private market participants, the
marketplpce necessarily becomes politicized, and special interest
groups will use the political machinery to impose their will on the
general public.

Before we can accept theclaims ofReich and other proponents of
an activist industrial policy, the following questions must be consid-
ered in more detail. What typeof institutionalarrangement—govern-
mentor the market—wouldbest protect economicliberties and best
satlsfr consumer preferences? What are the effects of each planning
arrangement and each type of competition—political competition
and price competition—on the coordinationof individual plans; and
what planning mechanism would provide a more stable framework
fur making rational decisions about production, employment, con-
sumption, and Investment? Is the role of the government one of
setting the rules of the game and then letting the market allocate
resources? Or should the government push the market In the direc-
tion favored by some tripartite council dominated by large corpora-
tions and major unions?Most Important, how will government plan-
ners or tripartite council members utilize the relevant information
about wants, resources, andtechnology that is only available to inch-
vidual market participants, and that can only be transmitted through
the market process? Finally, how will alternative modes of compe-
tition and economic organization—one based on political or forced
cooperationandthe other on marketor voluntarycooperation—affect
the types and costs of information generated and the Incentive to
innovate and discover new Information in a dynamic economy?

In addition to these questions, anyserious discussion of industrial
policy must consider the Ibliowing five points.

1. In choosingbetweenalternative industrial policies, or alterna-
tive methods oforganizing economic activity, one must avoid filling
into the trap of taking what Demsetz (1969, p. 1) calls the “nirvana

‘Fern usokl discussion ofthecurrent developments InpublIcchoice theory,thenature
of therent-seeking argument andthebenefits ofconstitutional limits on the power of
government, see BuchananandTolllson (1984).
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approach”: The view that the relevant policy choice is “between an
Ideal norm and an existing ‘imperfect’ Institutional arrangement”
For example, economists who attack the existing market mechanism
because it deviates from thestatic modeL ofperfect competition and
then point to that deviation to justlfr government Intervention are
committing the nirvana fallacy. A more effective approach to policy
appraisal, says Demsetz (p. 1), is the “comparative institution
approach,” in which the relevant polIcy choie~Is between exIstIng
Institutions, allofwhich are imperfect Wecan then askhowdifferent
ways of organizing Industry and commerce would affect incentives
and economic behavior, as well as consumers’ sovereignty.

Takinga comparative Institution approachdoes not meanwe have
to throw out our theoretical models. It does mean, however, that
we should examine existing institutions as they are and thenuse our
theory to try to improve those institutions. This approach to policy
questions, for example, would have us consider whether we can
Improve existing institutions so they approach more closely the
requirements for a competitive market process. The comparative
institution approach warns us that Ifthe behavior of market partici-
pants deviates from thenorm ofperfect competition, the behavior of
government agents also deviates from the results predicted by the
public interest theory of government.

2. We must remember that generating consensus for economic
change via thepolitical process is significantly different from reach-
ingagreement via themarket process. These two processesfor coop-
erationrepresent the dIfference between a discretionary approach to
resource allocationand one basedonconstitutional rules that provide
a framework for individual choice. Public choice theory has shown
that in ademocracy, majority rule does not guarantee results consis-
tent with individual preferences. Likewise, there is no reason to
believe that imposingdemocratic (majority) rule on the marketplace
through tripartite decision making would lead to an allocation of
resources that satisfies consumer preferences better than the free-
market alternative based on a unanimity rule for each individual
transaction.7

‘Drawing on Mutt’s work (1975, chap, 5), It couldhe argued that trIpartite councilsare
Inconsistentwith truedemocraticgovernment—sInce theyInterferewithconstitutionai
rules that wouldminImize coercIon—andwith what Buttcalls “democratic consumers’
sovereignty.” On this latter point, Hutt argues: “IWihen theframework ofinstitutIons
releases and safeguards the loss-avoidance, profit-seeking Incentives as &ras Is prac-
ticable, we can call the consumers’ sovereignty exercised ‘democratic.’ Thea~edtive
‘democratic’ Is aptwhen the sovereigntyexpressed reflects theforecast choices of all
Income receivers through a system of voting under which each person’s vote about
how the community’s resources shalib,e utilized Is weighted in proportion to thevalue
of the productive services that he and his property (whether acquIred through his
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3. It Isan Illusion to think that agovernment-busIness-labor coun-
cil (oreven acouncil ofsaints) could outpertbrni themarket in gath-
ering the informationrelevant to satIsf~’ingconsumerpreferences for
bothpresentand ftiture consumption—the information simply Is not
available to acentralized body, nor could itbe discerned from statis-
tical data (see Ilayek 1948,chap. 4).Moreover, in reality, thecouncil
wouldbe subjecttopoliticalpressuresandwould redistribute resources
andincome to whereItwas mostpolItically expedient In theprocess
lnfbrmatlon that is politically valuable will come to the surface, but
Information that is of value to consumers and resource owners will
remain submerged—dIstorted bygovernment meddling In the price
and profit system.

The market Is a process of trial and error, and one in which itpays
Individuals to correct their errors as quickly as possible. Conse-
quently, although specIfic errors will always exist in the market
economy, we can expecttheseerrors todisappear as new information
Is generated and Individuals a~ustto new patterns of prIces and
profits. Ifprivate property rights are well defined andprotected and
there is a stable monetary framework, the market system will not
allow errors to accumulate—crises will be minimized and resources
will flow to theIr highest-valued uses. Under government planning,
however, both the lack of a profit/loss test and bureaucratic inertia
would slowthe a~ustmentprocess. Errors would accumulate until
a crIsis occurs. Government planning would be characterized by
politicallymotivatedadjustments toperiodiclarge-scale crises,while
market planning would be characterized by continuous voluntary
adjustments through a system ofmarkets and prices, which would
prevent serious crises. Ofcourse, Ifthefree-market processIsImpeded
by price controls or overregulation, it too will fall to bring about
smooth adjustments to changes in the basic economic data.

0. Warren Nutter has considered the above differences between
the market adjustment process and government planning as they
affect theuse ofknowledge. According toNutter:’lte effort to Impose
conformity on the market’s multitude offorecasts has many adverse
consequences, a serious one being the compounding of probable
error.. . .That is, the likelymistake Inherent in acentralized forecast
will have a more hannfal Impact on the economy than the variety of
mistakes distributed amongIndividual forecasts, since the very spread
in the latter, involving overlapping margins of error, generates

thrift—or his parents’) are contributing to the common pool of output” (p. 82). Mutt
(1936) was apparently thefirst to use the term “consumers’ sovereIgnty” (see 1975, p.
95,n. ii).
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differential market adjustments that diminish average forecasting
errorover thne” (1983, pp. 118—19).

For Nutter, “to predetermine ‘growth’ is to forestall it” for “[w)e
cannot know in advance the ‘optImum’ way out [of a ‘~tingieof
ignorance”] orwhat lies on theother side. We grope ourwayforward”
(1983, p. 46). Carrying this poInt further, he states: “There is no
mystery as to why eftbrts to forecast economic structure . .. should
fail in complex Western economies. In theWest, the great engine of
progress has been innovation, which by its very nature cannot be
foreseen or planned in detail. The best path of progress is the one
that unibids as the economymoves along. . .“ (1983, p. 122).

Given the choice between a~ustmentmechanisms, Nutter would
opt for the market—he sees Itnot only as a faster adjustment process,
but as one that is more responsive to consumer choice and hence
more compatible with freedom of choice. In commenting on the
Balanced Growth and Economic Planning Act of 1975, which has
certain features in common with current cooperativist proposals for
industrial policy, Nutter saysthat ifsuch ascheme were Implemented
“consumer sovereignty would go out the window. All important
economic declstons would be made politically And “Ipirivate
enterprise might become so weakened and circumscribed that the
market itselfwould cease tobe an effective coordinativemechanIsm”
(1983,p. 126).

Because ofthe grave dangers posed by a movement away from
voluntary planning through the market process and toward demo-
cratic planning through thepolitical process, Nutter emphasizes that
the burden ofproofought to rest with those who want to change the
market system. As it stands, “[t]he planners try to place the burden
of proof on those who wish to preserve the traditional American
economy—and then they rule out all possible proof.” But, Nutter
argues: “In proposing such a profound and far-reachingtransforma-
tion ofAmerican society, they bear theresponsibility for provingthat
the new order will be better than the one tobe displaced” (1983, p.
128).

4. The claIm often heard among advocates ofan activist industrial
policy is that thecost of implementing theIr policy proposals would
not be prohibitive. But this is misleadIng. Underlying many of the
arguments about how inexpensive a cooperativist industrial policy
would be is the myth that in a less than folly employed economy,
there Is a zero opportunity cost for expanding government control
over resources. But this argument fails to recognize the nature of
opportunity costs: Even at less than full employment, the use of
resourcesby governmentmeans that those resourcesare beingdiverted
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from alternative uses. Ifthesealternative uses are preferred by con-
sumers to the government’s uses, there will be a net loss of wealth
for consumers; that is, thenew Industrial policy will have cost society
(consumers) more than it is worth.

5. Finally, the notion that a little government intervention does
not pose a threat to economic and personal freedoms must be ques-
tioned. Both Hayek and Friedman, among others, have shown that
once thegovernment interferes in the marketprocess, there is ahigh
probability that further intervention will be necessary to carry out
the “plan.”8

Those who favor a free-market approach to organizing economic
activity (or to “planning America”) argue that these five points seri-
ously challenge theconventional wisdom thatactivist industrialpol-
icy, or aconsensus imposed bythepolitical process, can improve the
pattern of developmentgenerated spontaneously by the market order.
The burden of proofmustrest withReich, Thurow, lacocca, LaPaice,
Rohatyn, and others who propose to change thecurrent system. It is
true that the existing system fails short of the free-market ideal, but
these individuals wish to move away from, not toward, a morecom-
petitive market economy. Market advocates, on theother hand, seek
to move closer to a free marketby loweringmarginal tax rates,getting
rid ofthe regulatory apparatus that stifles innovation,protectingprop-
erty rights, and enhancing freedomofchoice.

Those who favor an activlst/cooperativist industrial policy must
convince us that the government is superior to the market in satis-
4mg consumer preferences. Otherwise, they must revert to crude
arguments for social justice, Of course, it may well be that those
arguing for an activist industrIal policy do so precIsely because they
are dissatisfied with the existing distribution of income and would
like to Impose their ideal ofsocialjustice onthemarket order via the
political process. Indeed, the earlier reference to Reich (1983b, p.
20; supra, p. 367) impiies that he would readily accept social justice
as a public policy goal. Reich is at least being honest, though he
naively believes thepursuitofsocialjustice is compatiblewith (indeed,
is necessary for) economicgrowth.

Once the various arguments for industrial policy are brought into
theopen, individuals can decide onthe type of resource a~ustment
mechanism they prefer, in hill knowledge of the consequences of
each. Thus, it is clear that the Industrial policy debate is really a
debate about the future direction of the U.S. economy. It isa ques-
tion of whether we want more direction from the center—from

‘SeeHayeic (1944, chap. 10)and Friedman (1962, chap. 1).
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government, business, and labor—and greater politicization of eco-
nomic life, or whether we want consumers to directthe economy via
their free choices in the marketplace.

The papers in this volume discuss the above issues in detail. lutz-
ner’spaperdiscusses whathe calls the“basic knowledge problem”—
“an individual’s simple ignorance of the circumstances relevant to
his situation”—and shows whythis problem has important Implica-
tions for both central economic planning and industrial policy. He
emphasizes the key role profits play in stimulating the entrepreneur
to overcome the basic knowledge problem, and shows that govern-
ment planning—whether comprehensive or more limited—inter-
feres with the “entrepreneurial discovery process.” As such, govern-
ment planning makes it more difficult to deal successfully withthe
basic knowledge problem. Current proponents of industrial policy,
however, seem blissfully ignorant ofthis problem.

Lavoie draws on the lessons learned from the earlier debates on
the possibility of rational economic calculation under socialism to
critique the Industrial policy proposals of Reich and Rohatyn. He
cites both the knowledge problem and the political problem con-
frontingplanners; thatIs, thedifficultyofcentralizing the information
necessary for allocating resources in line with consumers’ prefer-
ences and the threat to a free society that arises from concentrating
economic decision making in a tripartite council or planning board.
Lavoieprovides an interestingcritique ofNew York CIty’s Municipal
AssistanceCorporation (“BigMAC”), which Rohatyn uses as an illus-
trattonof successful investmentplanning, and dispellsReich’s claim
that Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!)
provides uswith ausefulblueprintfor planningU.S. economicgrowth.

DiLorenzo, In commenting oncurrent industrial policyproposals,
uses the theory of public choice to derive the implicationsof substi-
tuting bureaucratic decision making for competitive markets. He
draws on historical episodes of activist industrial policy (especially
theRFC experience) to illustrate the adverse effects of market inter-
ventions. He also disproves the notion that the market process Is
necessarily conflictual while the political process is cooperative.
Vietra’s paper discusses the Impact current industrial policy propos-
als would have on economic liberties, and explains how constitu-
tional chaos might result If cooperativlst proposals were imple-
mented. The consequences of Imposing discretionary authority on
the market order and disregarding the rule of law are thoroughly
discussed here as well.

Pejovich shows that changes in the system of ownership rights
and contractual rights affect the incentive to innovate and hence,
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economic development. He emphasizes the importance of private
property rights and freedom of contract for economic development
and argues that true economic development—in line with consum-
en’ sovereignty—is characterIzed by voluntary innovation. Under
the Yugoslav system ofmarketsocialism, inwhich noone can acquire
private property rights to the flow of innovation but workers have
claims to the increased net Income from successful innovation as
long as they remain employed with their firm, Pejovich finds astron-
ger Incentive to innovate relative to that found in Soviet bloc econ-
omies. However, the incentive to innovate in Yugoslav firms will be
weaker than that found in private, for-profit firms in theWest.

Bartlettdraws on economictheory and historicalevidenceto counter
the claim of industrial policy proponents that technological unem-
ployment is a serious problem in a growing economy. According to
Bartlett, technological progress, innovation, andcapital formation—
oranything that increases labor productivity—can only benefitwork-
ers in the long run. Because as productivity increases so will real
wages and job opportunities. Thus, under private enterprise, Bartlett
finds innovation to be job-creating rather thanjob-destroying.

Brada discusses the experience with Industrial policy in Hungary
as the economic systemmoved from Soviet-style central planning in
the 1950s to a more decentralized, market-oriented system after the
New Economic Mechanism(NEM) was introduced in 1968. In recent
years, Hungarian planners have been able to target sectors for devel-
opment, but the lack of overall success in Hungarian development
policy must be attributed to the problems Pejovich discusses in his
paper; namely, the lack ofprivateproperty in themeans ofproduction
and the limitations on freedomof contract Without real capital mar-
kets, thediscipline ofbankruptcyand the rewards for successful risk-
taking will be absent or greatly reduced; entrepreneurs will then
hayea weaker incentive to innovate.0 Brada recognizes the Incentive
problem in Hungarian enterprises, but also mentions the following
sources of inefficiency: the rigidity that Is introduced into the eco-
nomic systembycentralized investment andeconomicplanning; the
politicization of economic decision malcing in Hungarian enter-
prises; therent-seeking activity that characterizes Hungarian indus-
trial policy; and the inflationary bias in the Hungarian system. On
this last point, Brada mentions that Hungarian officials have been
reluctant to redistribute investment funds from less productive to
more productive enterprises. Instead, the government has financed
new investment bycreatingnewmoney, thus fueling inflation. Brada

‘For an interesting discussion of this point sec NuUer (1983~chap. 13).
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also notes that Hungarian industrial policy has been successful only
to the extent it encouraged production of products for which it has a
comparative cost advantage. But this is precisely the function of the
competitive market process, These are all Important lessons for
industrial policy advocates in theWest

Sakoh presents a case study of Japanese post-World War II eco-
nomic growth andaddresses thurquestions: (1)What was the role of
the Japanese government in the period of rapid economic growth?
(2) What was the extent oftargetingand its success? (3) Was Invest-
ment largely guided by business-government consultation? And (4)
What has been the role of the market in the postwar “economic
miracle”? He finds that there was a minimum of government inter-
vention; that thehigh-growth manufacturing sector was not targeted;
that private investment provided the bulk of funds for financing
economic growth; that private entrepreneurs not government offi-
cialsmade thekey investment decisions;and thatJapaneseeconomic
success can be attributed primarily to apolitical andeconomic envi-
ronment thatplaced a greater emphasis on individual initiative and
market forces. It was the breaking of barriers to social and economic
mobility, the low tax rates on capital, the small andbalanced budgets,
the low rate of Inflation, and low interest rates thathelped provide
the favorable climate for economic growth in postwar Japan. Salcoh
concludes that “Japan’s success has been in spite of, rather than
because of; government tinkering.” His paper dispels the myth,
therefore, thatJapan’s economicgrowth can be attributed to targeting
and better government planning.

The papersbyKendrick, Albertine, Niskanen, andMiller consider
the problem oflagging productivity growth in key sectors ofthe U.S.
economy and ask how America’s competitiveness can be enhanced.
ICendrick points out the difficulty of establishing a coherent U.S.
industrial policy given thewide variation in thegrowth ofproductiv-
ity among industries. Some Industries will always fall below the
economy-wide average productivity growth and others will exceed
thataverage. No one is knowledgeable enough to predictwhich firms
and industries will be above and which below the national average
at any point in time. And even if this knowledge were available, no
one would know why some Industries were advancing and others
lagging because the causes of economic growth and decline are too
complex. Thus, it makes little sense to try to promote high-growth
industries or to target ailing industries. Instead, ICendrick recom-
mends that poilcymakers concern themselves with establishing a
stable framework fur the efficientoperation of the market process,
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which is a proven mechanism for piciking winners and disciplining
losers.

Albertlne advocates breakingthe tax and regulatory barriers to U.S.
economic growth. He would lower the cost of capital and Increase
the efficiency of investment by removing the double taxation of
corporate income, loweringthe capital gains tax, andultimatelyabol-
ishing the corporate income tax. He alsowouldundertake regulatory
reform and revamp U.S. trade policy to allow smaller, innovative
enterprises to compete more successfully in the international mar-
ketplace. Niskanen advocates a supply-side industrial policy that
would provide for a stable monetary and fiscal policy environment,
less regulation, fewer trade barriers, and more secure private prop-
erty rights so that entrepreneurial talent could be fully utilized for
the benefit of consumers.

Miller’s paper questions themerits of having an activist industrial
policy thatattempts to achieve consensus for economicdevelopment
via tripartite councils. Such a policy ignores the fact that innovation
and economic progress require a departure from the status quo. The
benefit ofthemarket system is that it rewards those risk-taking entre-
preneurs who break with tradition and discover new production
methods, and who introduce new andbetter products to satis~’con-
sumers’ preferences atlower opportunity costs than heretofore. Inno-
vation requires foresight; and the profitmotive of the market—not
the consensus of a tripartite council—would provide the incentive
to innovate. Miller thinks the idea of consensus in government-
business-labor decision making Is overplayed. Given the existing
institutional arrangement, the tripartIte council would find It very
difficult to reach a consensus on development policy. Thus, Miller
argues that the consensus claimedby proponents of anactivist/coop-
erativist industrial policy Is an illusion. He sees the free-market
process as the best way to utilize scarce knowledge and spur eco-
nomic growth. Finally, he contends thatU.S. economicperformance
has not been as dismal as the critics claim, and that advocates of
Industrial policy have neither good economic arguments nor good
political arguments to buttress their claims against the market

These papers and the comments by Hurwlcz, Roberts, Horvath,
Trezise, Babushka, Milenkovitch, McKenzie, and Yeagerare avalu-
able contribution to the discussion ofthekey issuessurrounding the
Industrial policy debate and pave theway for further research.

Whether we agree that what lies behind the recentproposals fur
activist industrial policy is “nothing more sinister than sheer intel-
lectual muddle,” or whether we see these proposals as means to
override the market process with a political process designed to
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achieve social justice, will be determined, in part,by how carefully
we analyze the effects of alternative Institutional arrangements on
economic development~°The papers in this volume will assist this
process, since they will improve our understanding of the role of
property rights in shaping incentives andbehavior. We will see that
what often appears an innocent proposal turns out to have adverse
and unintended consequences for resource allocation and consum-
ers’ sovereignty. In the words ofJustice Brandeis:

Experience should teach us to be most on ourguard to protect lib-
erty when the government’s purposes are beneficial. Men born to
freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by
evil-minded rulers. The greater dangers to liberty lurk In insldl-
otis encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without
understanding.U

This is sound advice, well worth bearing In mindwhile considering
the effects of government Involvement in industry—or any other
sector.
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